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What is a recipe? A recipe is a program that drives the BioCharger™ NG. The five variables in a recipe are frequency start, frequency stop, duty cycle, voltage and time. Frequency is the number of times the BioCharger™ NG will pulse per second. For instance, if 728 hertz is selected for both start and end frequencies, the BioCharger™ NG will pulse off and on 728 times per second for the defined. If the recipe sweeps, then each second another frequency is pulsed. For instance, if 728 hertz is selected for start and 740 hertz is selected for end and 12 seconds is selected for period, then during the 1st second the BioCharger™ NG pulses 728 times; the 2nd second the BioCharger™ NG will pulse 729 times, and so on until the 12th second the BioCharger™ NG will pulse 740 times per second . The duty cycle varies the length of time the BioCharger™ NG is on for each pulse. For instance, if 728 hertz is selected for start and end, then the BioCharger™ NG pulses off and on 728 times per second. The duty cycle will vary the length of time the BioCharger™ NG is on for each of the 728 pulses per second. If 50% duty cycle is selected, then each of the 728 pulses per second the BioCharger™ NG is on and off will be on and off an equal amount of time. If 30% duty cycle is selected then each of the 728 pulses per second the BioCharger™ NG is on and off will be on 30% and off 70% – See figure below.
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connection is powerful, and throughout the years it has become obvious through my spiritual reading ... Physical scientists attribute it to biochemistry and hormones. Anthropologists ..... of two hearts joined as one is beyond any human concept.
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Implementing this idea took many years to complete satisfactorily, both because of the software ..... It becomes more and more clear as we progress that.
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What is OPLC .fr 

The entire chromatographic process being controlled by a dedicated user-friendly software allows 24 hour a day unattended operation in a GLP environment.
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You may wonder, why can't we dig out the knowledge by using SQL queries? ... You may write a query to find out how many male students attend college.
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data varies by supplier and the software being used, but, many ... into account such issues as carton quantities ... people name first when they discuss VMI. In my.
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Jan 15, 2001 - KNOWLEDGE AND INNOVATION: JOURNAL OF THE KMCI ... Introduction [1] ... definition of knowledge: Knowledge is understanding gained through experience, ... enterprise uses its collective intelligence to accomplish its ... knowledge base,
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Jan 11, 2005 - categories than those of object, property and number. By 1960 mass had fragmented in other directions, into inertial mass, active gravitational ...
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use pH as a solubility tool, a selectivity tool or as a sample matrix option to retain the biological activity of your ... Save Money buying solvents and disposal costs.
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Items 1 - 9 - 10.8 Hierarchies, Networks, and Chains 290. 10.8.1 ...... creativity in data modeling requires a deep understanding of the client's business, familiarity .... The answers to these questions largely determine how quickly the .... Exploit
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Construct a Usual Macroeconomic Model. Calibrate the Parameters and Specify the shocks. Simulate the Model. Regress the Consumption Equation.
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Jun 6, 2008 - technology, philosophy of contemporary wisdom â€¦ and I leave it ... to understand â€œsapiensâ€� to mean â€œknowing (scientifically)â€� is a category ...
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For female-to-male patients, many will only undergo a mastectomy to achieve a masculine ... The most complicated step in male to female genital reassignment surgery involves creation of ..... cdn1.russellmoore.com/2009/06/joan-or-john.pdf.
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years, he has worked on various software systems using different Java ... Chicago Hospital, Dr. Maria Augusteijn, Dr. Richard Meinig, Dr. Brian Toolan, Dawn Girard, ..... to other computers, management of database connections, the ability to ...
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Apr 5, 2006 - The iButtonÂ® is a computer chip enclosed in a 16mm thick stainless .... codes, RFID tags, magnetic stripe, prox, and smart cards are some of the ...
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7. Images for Non-E-Series. There Are Three Images Available for ..... Catalyst 3750 Series. Architectural Differences. P. H. Y. Port ASIC. TCAM. SRAM. SDRAM.
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also last one or several periods. Models introduce a positive shock today and zero shocks thereafter. (with certainty). The solution does not require linearization, ...
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Furthermore the death penalty doesn't reduce the number of crimes, it increases it. Today, in thirty five American states, you can be sentenced to death if you ...
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